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ABSTRACT 
The role of telecommunications services continues to grow in pace with the 
information bloom. As the both external and internal factors are changing in multi-
dimensions: Trend of customers; environmental factors; legaVregulation; competitors 
and even the culture oftelecom services providers. How a telecom services provider 
can sharpen their own competitive edge and position in an advantage position? 
Relationship Marketing will be one ofthe most appropriate answer for this question. 
The objectives of this paper are to test i) do corporate customers agree 
Relationship Marketing (RM) could help in business; ii) does any telecommunications 
services provider offer RM; iii) what elements could contribute to RM; iv) do 
corporate customers want a high involvement relationship with telecom services 
provider; v) to examine whether there is different point of view between China based 
and non-China based enterprsies in relationship marketing outputs; vi) to review the 
current situation ofRM in Hongkong Telecom and make recommendation with a clear 
defined action plan. 
Based on Evans J. and Laskin R. (1994) model on Relationship Marketing, this study 
has carried out hypotheses testing on the above mentioned objectives. The study result 
indicates that most oftelecom suppliers and buyers agree good relationship could help 
in business and there is at least one telecom supplier offers relationship marketing in 
the market (it is suspected to be Hongkong Telecom, as other competitors just enter 
the market and are not ready to provide such services comprehensively). In retum, 
buyers are ready to commit resources to support any relationship marketing program 
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with the telecom supplier who satisfy them. However, there are some drawbacks for 
buyers to share their business plan as it might involve confidential information. 
According to the study, most of corporate customers prioritise quality of services 
provided by telecom suppliers as the most significant input for relationship marketing. 
Comparatively, empowerment of employees is relatively less significant. These wiU be 
the areas which telecom suppliers should focus and consider in their strategy planning. 
There is a phenomena that China based and non-China based enterprises do have 
different reaction on customer loyalty and different perception that the suppliers would 
provide quality of services under the circumstance that suppliers understand their 
expectation well and have built services partnership with them. This is a significant 
indication as moreChina based enterprsise has been investing in Hong Kong such as 
CITIC, China Aviation and etc.To have a better understanding on the characteristics of 
these kind of enterprises will defintely help to position the company in a more 
competitive edge. 
As the trend of relationship marketing has been extending to mass market. It is a 
positive signal to encourage Hongkong Telecom to extend the same approach to cover 
the mass market. 
In order to finetune and improve the relationship marketing approach in 
Hongkong Telecom, there are several recommendations. according to this study, the 
critical success factors to have a good relationship are commitment and trust. 
Therefore, senior management support on the program is crucial to make it success 
and drive the change. 
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Now the world comes to the age ofMormation Revolution. Growing up around 
these is a new, information age economy, whose fundamental sources of wealth are 
knowledge and communication rather than natural resources and physical labor. The 
telecommunications industry, which is a major media for information provision, has 
therefore been developing very rapidly. Fast changing markets, a complex array of 
technologies，shortages of skills and resources, and more demanding customers 
present telecommunications services organisations with an unprecedented set of 
challenges. A central feature of these challenges in the recognition by many business 
executives that building relationships with other companies is essential to compete 
effectively in the turbulent and rapidly changing post-industrial era confronting 
developed world economies. 
The Telecommunications Industry in Hong Kong 
The telecommunications industry has been evolving rapidly in Hong Kong 
following the deregulation of the Industry in July, 1995. The trend of 
telecommunications is to be open just like the telecommunications liberalisation in UK, 
NTT dissolved and three carriers set up in Japan, multi vendors system in the United 
State, and etc.. Hong Kong plays a "follower" role to open the domestic 
telecommunications market for competition. As the second largest public listed 
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company in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, Hongkong Telecom employs more than 
sixteen thousand employees (with only around two hundred direct sales force plus a 
team oftelesales) and has to reshape to change and meet the challenge. Being enjoyed 
and protected by the monopoly for such a long time，Hongkong Telecom could be 
described as a product-driven at that time. No matter how good or bad were the 
products, users did not have so many alternatives but to buy with very little flexibility 
to modify them. The users' plan would be mainly influenced by what Hongkong 
Telecom could offer, and the sales were only requested to take orders. The sales, then， 
was described as "order taker" (i.e. narrative approach). 
Customers (now we do not call them 'user', it means there is a change in their 
position) have become more demand in services accuracy and excellence. As the 
government ease the regulation of telecom policy, competitors join in the battle field in 
1995. Other environmental factors (economical, political, social, cultural and 
corporate culture) change drove the change in Hongkong Telecom in late 80'. 
Hongkong Telecom attempted to change the corporate culture to be "Market" or 
"Customer" driven and this is the beginning of the story. With the vision "To be the 
Super Class- Customers' first choice", the major target customers of Hongkong 
Telecom are from all residents and business entities (from Multinational companies 
(MNC) to small shops in the corner of street. Besides, potential market and products 
have also been investing to secure future revenue growth such as Interactive 
Multimedia Services, Video on Demand, fiirther investment to build more 
sophisticated infrastructure in Hong Kong domestic and overseas linkage, and etc.. As 
boundary of business has been diminishing, one of the major targets is to attract 
overseas MNC to house/invest in Hong Kong and use Hong Kong services. 
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Existing Market Environment 
According to the Boston Consulting Group, telecommunications industry can be 
classified as the Question Mark (or some people caUed it as problem child). In the past 
few years, the market growth index are in double digits and there are huge room for 
this industry to expand in pace with the information technology blooming recently. 
The market for certain services are still in the introduction stage such as internet, ATM 
etc. Potential of these kinds of products are weU reflected in the market and attract 
more competitors to enter the market. The existing market share of these products are 
comparatively low as well. 
Market Growth Index 
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Telecom industry position by Boston Consulting Group approach 
In addition, the local market liberalised in 1995 and three competitors entered the 
market simultaneously. They are Hutchison, New T&T and New World Telecom 
which are back up by giant conglomerates: Hutchison, Wharf and New World with 
sound financial background. Although Hongkong Telecom still dominates the market 
and position as the market leader especially in non-DDD business. The competition in 
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the local market has just started in the last year, competitors are still in preparation 
stage for competition. Fierce competition is foreseen in the coming future. 
Market Size and Market Segmentation in Hong Kong 
Before we go into details of our study, we first take a look on the market size. 
The target market is so wide - from multi-million dollars MNC (which are ah*eady in 
Hong Kong) to family with a single residential line. The growing room is to target 
MNC and giant China based enterprises to move in Hong Kong and utilise Hongkong 
Telecom services. To have more solid feeling, the turnover of Hongkong Telecom 
reaches about HK$27,000 million in 1995. 
Market Segment 
As the market is so wide, different sales approaches have been employed to 
manage and meet the needs of different types of customers. Three major different 
sales approaches have been used to meet different customers' needs: 
Target Industry segmentation Customers size Sales 
Customers approach 
Strategic and Finances, Information 100 Consultative 
high revenue providers 
Big accounts Mixed ^ Consultative 
Business Mixed 2,500 Suggestive 
customers 
Small business Trading 20,000 Narrative 
Residential Residential more than 1 Narrative 
million 
Corporate Sales is one ofthe sales channels use account management approach to 
look after the top one hundred customers. To select these one hundred customers, 
they are measured by their revenue contribution to the Group and their strategic 
position or value in their industries/the society. Why the number is one hundred? It is 
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a balance and tradeoff of the revenue and the target we want to achieve and the 
resources we need to put. To be a world class finance centre in the world, almost all 
the top class world wide financial institutes do have presence in Hong Kong. It is not 
difficult to imagine this category of customers contribute a significant percentage of 
revenue in corporate customers group and this is also one of the major reasons we 
study on this group of customers in our survey in Chapter III. Other industries such as 
trading/manufacturing, transportation, Government and etc also play a significant role 
in the market. The next tiers will be sales teams for the next five hundred customers. 
In these two top tiers, consultative sales approach is employed. Team of account 
managers have been set up with support by a power database system which store aU 
required information such as customers information, competitors information and etc. 
The sales (or called as account manager) would understand their assigned customers 
business and their business plan. The sales would proactively advise customers how to 
add value on their business by telecommunications. Should there be any enquiry raised 
by customers, sales who already possess the "big" picture of customers' both long and 
short business plans, would thoroughly understand the customers' real needs and 
proposed an accurate solution to add value to customers' businesses. Based on this 
daily contact, a long term relationship and trust would, therefore, be built up. 
As to the next twenty-five thousand customers, the size of the market is obviously 
larger than what we have just discussed and also the industry segmentation is mixed 
and divergent. To provide consultative approach would need huge resources to 
support including hardware and salesmanship. The retum from this kind of customers 
is notjustified at this stage. Also the characteristics ofthis sector ofcustomers is quite 
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different to large customers as their sizes are much more smaUer. Suggestive approach 
is, therefore, employed to add advice to customers only when they raise any enquiry. 
For the mass market, their requirements are comparatively simple and standard. 
Only limited value can be added on. Hence, order taking approach is suitable and 
telesales are hired to take care this market segment. The telesales would take up the 
role to answer any call-in enquiry. ^ order to be more proactive, a separate crew of 
people would proactively call out to seU some new services which are suitable for this 
market segment. 
Long-range Marketing Strategy for Telecommunications Lidustrv 
Apart from the above customer's segmentation, the importance of developing 
clear and effective marketing strategies is increasingly being recognised and acted 
upon. One of the most significant contributions in this area has been that of Gronroos 
(1980), who suggests a three-stage model to enable service organisations to introduce 
marketing and achieve marketing-oriented operations. He argues that a service 
organisation which wants to design a long-range marketing strategy must recognise the 
three-stages through which its customers proceed: 
-becoming interested in the organisation and its offerings; 
-purchasing of service offering in order to get a particular need satisfied; 
- repeat purchases of the same or similar offerings and developing loyalty to 
the organisation. 
There are different implications for marketing at each stage. Interest can be 
created by developing an attractive company image or through advertising. When 
choosing among different telecom services providers the potential customer will be 
influenced by the appearance and behavior of the telecom services provider's 
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personnel, their capabilities, the supporting technologies, documents, etc. When the 
customer is consuming the service he is confronted with the means of production 
(human and non-human resources) and with the production process (the suppliers' 
internal process). Thus, future customers behavior is influenced by what happens 
during the production process. Managing buyer-seller interactions is thus a marketing 
task and is dependent on the segmentation and targeting process. 
When interest is created the customer may have only a vague idea ofhis/her actual 
needs, but during the purchasing process the scope of needs is narrowed until the 
customer makes the buying decision. Then, during the consumption process, the 
customer evaluates how the service delivered actually corresponds to his/her perceived 
needs. 
Value ofRelationship 
Thus, in order to attract customers and tum interest into sale and finally into 
resale and lasting customer contracts, a continuous adaptation of operations to the 
customers' needs is required. Throughout the process the organisation will have to 
demonstrate its capabilities to offer services which really satisfy these needs. Gronroos 
suggests (see Figure 1) that the service firm must tum interest into sales and in the 
long-run establish lasting business contacts with satisfied clients. Successful marketing 
occurs when customers “get into" the circle and stay there because they are satisfied 
with the organisation's performance. The marketing of telecom services, particularly 
in the corporate market segments, involves the allocation of time and resources to the 
management of telecom services provider- client relationships. To that we can add 
that successful marketing involves an understanding of the process of interactive 
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communication between seller and buyer where the buyer cannot be assumed as a 
passive respondent to the interaction, but an active member ofthe relationship. 
Lost customers 
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Relationship Marketing, a lot of articles has been largely discussed this concept 
and the technicalities of implementation and anticipated effects on competition (Shani, 
D and Chalasani, S., 1993). Very little attention seems to have been paid to the 
application of this approach on real business life. Leam from experience is the most 
vital success factors to make this approach meaningful. Hence, it is important to gain 
some insight into how this approach can be applied, what are the difficulties to 
implement, what are the benefits of this approach, how the difficulties can be avoided 
andA)r solved. 
Definition ofRelationship Marketing 
It is remarkable that although numerous authors now use the term "relationship 
marketing，，few provide a definition of the term. The phrase "Relationship marketing" 
appeared in the services marketing literature for the first time in a 1983 paper by L. 
Berry. Berry defined relationship marketing as “attracting, maintaining and - in multi-
service organisations- enhancing customer relationship". Christopher et al. (1991) 
states that "Relationship marketing has as its concern the dual focus of getting and 
keeping customers". Gummesson (1994) has commented "The perception of 
Relationship Marketing", however, varies between authors. He defined "Relationship 
Marketing as marketing seen as relationships, networks and interaction" in his article 
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'Relationship Marketing and the Imaginary Organisation'. Morgan and Hunt (1994) 
give the following definition: "Relationship Marketing refers to all marketing activities 
directed to establishing, developing, and maintaining successful relational exchanges". 
They further state that the essence of relationship marketing is the supplier's creation 
of commitment and trust between itself and a customer. This definition, even if it is 
limited to customer-supplier relationships (and not applied, as by Morgan and Hunt, to 
exchange between a focal organisation its suppliers; lateral partners; buyers; and, 
internal partners), sets out the aim of relationship marketing rather than the activities 
which might be used in its implementation. Morgan and Hunt have in effect redefined 
marketing and proffered a paradigm shift. Sheth and Parvatiyar at times seem to 
assume a similar perspective when they refer to relationship marketing as ongoing 
efforts at gaining brand/customer/ and so on loyalty. 
In addition, other writers use terms such as "relational marketing" and 
"relationship exchange" which often similar if not synonymous. Gronroos (1990) 
states that "relationship marketing is to establish , maintain, enhance and commercialise 
customer relationships (often but not necessarily always long term relationships) so 
that the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is done by a mutual exchange 
and fulfillment of promises". Shani, D and Chalasani, S (1993) offer a similar 
definition. They define relationship marketing as an integrated effort to identify, 
maintain and build up a network with individual consumers and continuously to 
strengthen the network for the mutual benefit of both sides, through interactive, 
individualised and value-added contacts over a long period of time. Although the two 
definitions differ somewhat, they both indicate that relationship marketing focuses on 
the individual customer-seller relationship, that both parties in the relationship benefit. 
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and that the relationship is longitudinal in nature. Further they both imply that the 
focus of relationship marketing is on retaining customers. Although such a view is 
common, it has led some other authors, such as Bickert (1992), to define relationship 
marketing as being synonymous with database marketing. Such a definition, however, 
leads to an error of omission because marketing activities that legitimately fall under 
the purview of relationship marketing are being excluded. 
Joel Evans and Richard Laskin (1994) have a more comprehensive definition as 
the followings: 
• Relationship marketing is the process whereby a firm builds long-term aUiances 
with both prospective and current customers so that both seller and buyer work 
toward a common set of specified goals. These goals are met by: (1) 
understanding customer needs, (2) treating customers as service partners, (3) 
ensuring that employees satisfy customer needs; this might require employees to 
exercise initiative beyond company norms, and (4) providing customers with the 
best quality, relative to individual needs. 
• Effective relationship marketing will lead to these positive outcomes: (1) a higher 
percent of satisfied customers, (2) greater customer loyalty, (3) a perception on the 
part of a firm's customers that it is offering better quality products, and (4) 
increased profits on the part of the seller. 
• Relationship marketing is a continuous process, requiring a firm to: (1) have 
constant communication with customers to ensure that goals are being met, and (2) 
integrate the relationship marketing process into its strategic planning, enable the 
firm to better manage its resources and meet future client needs. 
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Relationship Marketing vs Marketing 
Although a broad definition of relationship marketing may be useful in capturing 
the attention of strategists, it also risks diluting what value the concept may possess for 
directing marketing practice and research as well as theory development. Because 
"relationship" is an adjective that modifies "marketing", relationship marketing should 
be considered a subset or specific focus of marketing. In particular, thought should be 
given to a definition of relationship marketing that stresses the development, 
maintenance, and even dissolution of relationships between marketing entities，such as 
firms and consumers. Among other things, such a definition will lead to a clear 
distinction between relationship marketing activities and market activities to increase 
brand loyalty or brand equity. 
A Model ofEfFective Relationship Marketing 
Figure 2, derived from Evans J. and Laskin R. (1994) definition of relationship 
marketing, shows a model of effective relationship marketing. The process consists of 
inputs, outcomes, and ongoing assessment. 
Understanding Customer Expectations 
Building service partnerships 
Total quality management 
Empowering employees 
Relationship Marketing Inputs ； 









Figure 2. Effective ReUoionship Marketing 
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Relationship Marketing Inputs 
The four major relationship marketing inputs are understanding customer 
expectations, building partnerships, empowering employees, and total quality 
management. 
Understand Customer Expectations 
This involves a firm's ability to identify what customers desire and to market 
goods and services that are at or above the level that they expect. Although the 
concepts seems simple, many firms have trouble correctly identifying customer 
expectations. Zeithaml, Parasurman, and Berry (1993) state that this is the result of: 
the gap between what customers want and what they see the firm delivery (the 
customers' point of view), and the gap between what the firm believes customers 
desire and what customers actually want (the firm's point of view). 
In discussing why such gaps exist, Hepworth identifies three misconceptions. 
First, many firms think they already know what customers want. Yet, firms that do not 
interact properly with their customers may be perceived as disinterested. Second, 
some firms feel there is little precision in ascertaining customer expectations. 
However, Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry (1994) state that these elements can be 
planned in advance: tangibles are things customers see, such as physical facilities, 
equipment, and the appearance of personnel; reliability is a firm's ability to act 
dependently and accurately; responsiveness is a firm's willingness to help customers 
and give prompt service; assurance is the knowledge and courtesy of a firm's 
employees and their ability to convey trust and confidence; and empathy is caring and 
individual attention provided to customers. Third, the cost of collecting customer 
expectation data can be high. Yet, a firm can gather data from its own employees who 
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have customer contact, including salespeople, delivery people, account managers, and 
service people. 
Building Service Partnerships 
Service partnerships are bred when selling firms work closely with customers and 
add desirable customer services to their traditional product offerings. These 
partnerships let firms both differentiate and increase the usefulness of product 
offerings, and devise specific customer-centered approaches. 
Service partnerships are gaining popularity for several reasons: With the 
complexity of today's products, users need more information and training. If products 
become more commodity like in nature, the firms that provide their customers with 
better service gain market share. Good partnerships between industrial buyers and 
sellers tum the former into "walking testimonials". 
There are many considerations in building service partnerships: 
• They need to begin with both the buyer and seller having a clear mutual focus 
about the specific needs to be met. The buyer and seller must perceive the service 
partnership to be "win-win". 
• They are collaborative, which means that both parties have to work together 
toward common goals. Industrial buyers must realise the are responsible for 
helping the relationship grow. 
• They must anticipate that things will go awry. Good partnerships include action 
plans to be followed in the event of problems. 
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• They work if partners plan how they will handle price changes, expansion, 
consolidation, etc. Both parties must realise that instead of changes disrupting 
services relationships, they can be the impetus for discussion. 
• They must be based on honesty and openness, not on superficial agreement. The 
parties must have regular communications. 
Empowering Employees 
Empowerment generally means "turning the front line loose" thereby encouraging 
and rewarding people to exercise initiative and imagination. From relationship 
marketing perspective, it means workers can strive to meet customer requirements and 
resolve problems. That can lead to "spontaneous, creative rule breaking to tum a 
potentially frustrated or angry customer into a satisfied one". Some firms have been 
slow to embrace the concept. They have attitude that "empowered employees will 
give the store away, trying to buy customer satisfaction at the expense of profit". 
The benefits of employee empowerment are as follows: 
• By doing something outside the norm, empowered employees can tum superficial 
contracts into long-standing relationships. 
• Customers are more apt to perceive that organsiations empowering their 
employees are truly committed to customer satisfaction. 
• Highly motivated workers will flourish in this work environment. 
• Giving employees more authority means less internal bureaucracy, because a firm 
does not need multiple levels of approvals. 
For employee empowerment to work, four conditions must be met: It must be 
specified in relation to the firm's mission. Workers must have the skills to solve 
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problems and make decisions. Workers must have the responsibility and authority to 
make decisions that better serve the customer. The firm must foster a spirit that jobs 
will not be risked if empowered act to lead to mistakes. 
Total Quality Management 
TQM involves the fully coordinated effort of gaining competitive advantage by 
continuously improving every facet of the firm. Tobin (1993) points out five areas 
where TQM differs from traditional management. 
1. It calls for all businesses decisions to be made for the express purpose of providing 
increased satisfaction to the customer, rather than to the firm. 
2. It calls for a quality-first approach vs. a traditional profits-first approach. 
3. TQM uses multiple quality dimensions rather than one dimension. Garvin (1992) 
says there are eight customer-oriented quality dimension: performance, features, 
reliability, conformance to specifications, durability, serviceability, aesthetics, and 
perceived quality. 
4. TQM calls for workers involvement vs. the traditional approach of no worker 
involvement. It empowers and urges every employee，regardless of level, to find 
better ways to act. 
5. TQM has a process orientation rather than a "big bang" one. With a process-
oriented view, a firm has a long -term, incremental approach to improving quality. 
Positive Outcome of the Relationship Marketing Process 
If a telecommunications suppliers understands expectations, builds partnerships, 
empowers employees, and embraces total quality management, four positive outcomes 
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will occur: customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, quality products, and higher 
profits. 
Customer Satisfaction 
A key goal of relationship marketing is to improve customer satisfaction: "A 
satisfied customer is one who receives significant added value from a supplier- not 
simply added products, services, or systems". The benefits of fully satisfied customers 
are repeat purchases, referrals of other customers, positive word-of-mouth, and the 
lower costs associated with serving existing customers compared with attracting new 
ones. 
Customer Loyalty 
These responses encompass industrial customer loyalty: (1) Making repeat 
purchases; (2) Purchasing across product lines; (3) Giving positive word-of-mouth 
referrals to others; and (4) Having an immunity to the pull of competitors. To achieve 
these actions, a telecom supplier must have a companywide system that includes 
understanding customer expectations, building service partnerships, empowering 
employees, and TQM (process inputs). 
Because relationship marketing fosters a one-on-one approach, buyer-seller 
relations and customer loyalty are fostered: "Companies that respond and listen to 
customer needs have satisfied customers, and develop strong relationships that lead to 
customer loyalty". Likewise, telecom suppliers that lose contact with their customers 
may be unable to successfully differentiate their products. Ultimately, this would lead 
to a lower level of customer loyalty. 
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Quality Products 
Another positive outcome of the relationship marketing process is that it 
constantly encourages a telecom supplier to improve quaUty, and customers perceive 
these improvements. 
In United States, the standards for the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award 
are a good guide by which to study the product quality derived from a well-executed 
relationship marketing process. 
Increased Profitability 
Profitability is an element in most companies' mission statement; executives want 
to be able to see how their actions will affect profits. To succeed, the relationship 
marketing process must lead to higher long-run profitability. 
Relationship marketing inputs may require sizable expenditures. Yet，the outcome 
of the relationship marketing process should be better sales performance, as well as 
cost efficiencies in both production and marketing (via TQM and lower customer 
turnover), thereby positively impacting on the profitability equation. This subsection 
has also noted that good relationship marketing will increase customer satisfaction, 
gain greater customer loyalty, and improve product quality. All of these will positively 
affect profitability. 
Assessment Stage 
As we state before, relationship marketing is a continuous process, requiring a 
company to solicit customers feedback to ensure that their needs are being addressed 




There should be ongoing feedback. This is the best way for a company to keep in 
touch with customer perceptions of it. A company can get a "big picture" view of 
customer attitudes, as well as review its ability to "micro-manage" individual accounts. 
A feedback system should: (1) Gather，analyze, and distribute information about 
customer needs, expectations, and perceptions; and (2) List a company communicate 
regularly with customers. 
TraditionaUy, customer complaints have been the major feedback mechanism. 
Yet, “for every complaint received, there are more than twenty other customers who 
feel the same way, but do not air their feelings to the company. One satisfied customer 
usually tells two or three people; a dissatisfied person tells ten or more. The potential 
for unwittingly destroying a customer base is great." 
A more comprehensive customer feedback system, not so reliant on complaints as 
the key information source, is needed for relationship marketing to flourish. The 
system includes a customer database, a customer feedback survey program, a customer 
call monitoring and management system, and surveys of competitors' customers. The 
feedback system shows its commitment to learning about and responding to customer 
concerns, which has led to better customer loyalty. Executives can access customer 
data at any time. Customer ordering bottlenecks can then be reduced. 
Integration 
To work properly, the relationship marketing process requires that a company 
integrate a customer focus into its strategic planning framework, benchmarking is a 
way to integrate relationship marketing into strategic planning by "continuously 
measuring products, services, and practices against company's toughest competitors or 
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those known as industry leaders, benchmarking requires a company to know its 
operation, assess its strengths and weaknesses, know industry leaders and other 
competitors, and incorporate and go beyond the strengths of key competitors in an 
effort to gain superiority. 
Customer benchmarking measures customer satisfaction and the gaps between 
company performance and customer standards. The latter entails four steps: (1) 
Identifying attributes that influence customer value perceptions: (2) Rating company 
performance ； (3) Analyzing competitors' performance; and (4) Closing the gaps 
between company performance and customer expectations. 
Benchmarking pushes a company to review how relationship marketing affects 
customers. It also gives the company an opportunity to further incorporate customer 
desires in its strategic planning. 
Why Relationship Marketing is Needed in Telecommunications 
Industry in Hong Kong 
Now the telecommunications industry is in the transition stage from well 
protected to open policy. According to the experience from well developed countries 
such as US, Japan, etc, competition has never been more fierce. The main objective of 
current service provider is, therefore, to protect the customer base and grow. An 
effective marketing approach is needed to perform and attain the above objective, 
relationship marketing is the answer. 
Using product life cycle terminology, relationship marketing is on a growth curve 
toward becoming a mature concept. Four convergent influences have propelled the 
current focus on relationship marketing (L. Berry 1995): the maturing of services 
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marketing, increased recognition of potential benefits for the firm and the customer, 
and technological advances. 
Maturing of Services Marketing 
The reality of many services being rendered on an ongoing or periodic basis 
coupled with the reality of customer forming relationships with people rather than 
goods paves the way for relationship marketing. Repeated contact between customers 
and services providers facilitate relationship marketing. The core subject as the 
services marketing field has developed - service quality- also has simulated interest in 
relationship marketing. The object of improving services quality, after all, is to 
engender customer loyalty. A natural extension of the strong interest in service quality 
is growing interest in relationship marketing. Effective relationship marketing should 
help a company capitalise on its investment in service improvement. 
Benefits to the Firm 
Reichheld and Sasser (1990) have demonstrated across a variety of service 
industry such as telecommunications that profits climb steeply when a company 
successfully lowers its customers-defection rate. Based on an analysis of more than 
one hundred companies in two dozen industries, the researchers found that the firms 
could improve profits from 25 percent to 85 percent by reducing customer defections 
by just 5 percent. Not only do loyal customers generate more revenue for more 
years, the costs to maintain existing customers frequently are lower than costs to 
acquire new customers. 
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Benefits to the Customer 
Relationship marketing benefits the customer as well as the firm. For 
continuously or periodically delivered services (for e.g. telecom services) that are 
personally important, variable in quality, andy'or complex, many customers will desire 
to be “ relationship customers." High-involvement services also hold relationship 
appeal to customers. In addition to the risk reducing benefits of having a relationship 
with a given supplier, customers also can reap social benefits. Barlow (1992) points 
out that "it fundamentally appeals to people to be dealt with on a one-on-one basis". 
Jackson argues that relationship marketing addresses the basic need to feel important. 
Relationship marketing allows service providers to become more knowledgeable about 
the customer's requirement and needs. Knowledge of the customer combined with 
social rapport built over a series of service encounters facilitate the tailoring or 
customising of service to the customer's specifications. Parasuraman, Berry, and 
Zeithaml (1991) report that customers' desires for more personalised, closer 
relationships with service providers are evident in customer interview transcripts for 
both ongoing services and services provided intermittently. 
Technological Advances 
Relationship marketing appears to be an expensive alternative to other marketing 
approaches. Rapid advances in information technology are decreasing the costs and 
increasing the practicality of relationship marketing while its potential benefits are 
becoming better known. In effect, information technology advances are creating the 
opportunity for firms to move from segmenting markets by groups to segmenting by 
individual households. From “A Potnet New Tool," Business Week 1994 comes the 
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following comment, this is exactly matched with the market development of 
telecommunications. 
"In ever-expanding processing power, marketers see an opportunity to close the 
gap that has widened between companies and their customers with the rise of mass 
markets, mass media, and mass merchants. Database marketing, they believe, can 
create a silicon simuacrum of the old fashioned relationship people used to have with 





As explained in the Market Segment sector of Chapter I, Financial Institutes play 
a very significant role in the corporate customer category which is one of the major 
revenue contributors to the company. Furthermore, this customer segment is 
comparatively demanding in excellency of services with complex requirements. The 
success of relationship marketing in this customer category also imply success in other 
sector of the same segment. This paper would examine the above mentioned 
objectives focused on these high value customers. 
Questionnaires will be given to nearly one hundred supervisors who are the major 
decision makers from thirty-five different finances institutes randomly in the industry. 
The following is the summary of the background of interviewees. 
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non- Chinese 20 
Business nature:-
~ f f 53 
Business development 28 
Marketing 19 
Types ofBank:-
China based banks 43 
non-China based banks 57 
The supervisors being interviewed are all in or above managerial grade. They 
share some common characteristics as they are all male and work in retail banking but 
with different background. They are mainly either from business development 
(marketing) or Information Technology departments and twenty out of these one 
hundred are foreigners based in Hong Kong for more than two years. Forty-three 
managers are working in China based banks (i.e. the banks registered in Mainland 
China). A study will be carried out to test is there any different on the view of 
relationship marketing between China based and non-China based banks. The 
questionnaires will mainly use Ms. Stella So previous survey on her study "The 
relationship between advertisers and advertising agencies in Hong Kong" dated 15th 
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June, 1995. Some adjustments have been made based on different characteristics of 
finance sector against advertising industry, however, the significant elements of 
relationship marketing (for e.g. commitment, trust, etc) will still be examined (please 
refer to Appendix 1). 
The Survey 
As a result of the small and geographic dispersion, a face-to-face interview was 
devised. The interviews are conducted in Hong Kong and the reply is One Hundred 
percent. 
Hypotheses 
The relationship marketing model just presented in Chapter II is next applied in a 
business-to-business setting ^Hongkong Telecom has applied the similar idea to their 
key customers). This study paper covers three main hypotheses, with Hypothesis 1 
having five subhypotheses. 
Hypothesis 1 : Corporate customers feel any telecom services provider has 
implemented the four inputs ofRelationship Marketing. 
This hypothesis will test whether firms have set the inputs of the relationship 
marketing model into motion. These subhypotheses will examine if there is a 
correlation between customer perceptions regarding relationship marketing inputs and 
customer satisfaction, loyalty, and product quality (outcomes of the relationship 
marketing model): 
Hypothesis la : Firms that understand customer expectations will have customers 




Do customers believe that firms understand their expectations and actively solicit 
their opinion? If firms were to do this, do customers feel there would be positive 
results? 
Hypothesis lh : Building service partnerships with customers will lead to firms 
having customers who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that 
the firms market quality products. 
Do customers believe that selling firms are treating them as a service partners? If 
such partnerships were to be used, do customers feel this would have positive results? 
Hypothesis lc : The empowerment of front-line employees will lead to firms having 
customers who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms 
market quality products. 
Do customers believe that employees regularly go out of their way to address 
customer needs? If such employee empowerment were to occur, do customers feel 
this would have positive results? 
Hypothesis ld: Firms that seek product improvements via a total quality 
management program will have customers who are satisfied and 
loyal and perceive that the firms market quality products. 
Do customers believe that manufacturers do not need to make major quality 
improvements in their products? If TQM were to utilised, do customers feel this 
would have positive results? 
Hypothesis le : Customers view the four inputs to the relationship marketing 
process with equal importance. 
This test whether customers believe that sellers understanding customer 
expectations, building service partnerships, empowering employees，and utilising TQM 
have the same importance to the customers. In planning a relationship marketing 
strategy, it is valuable to know whether one or more factors have a greater or lesser 
impact than other factors. 
Hypothesis 2 : Customers for telecom services provider want a high4nvolvement 
relationship with the makers of these products. 
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This hypothesis will address the assessment (integration) stage of relationship 
marketing: Do buyers want long-term relationships with sellers? Do they want to give 




1. Do corporate customers agree relationship marketing could help in businessl 
Table 1 shows how the overall respondent base rates the above. 
TABLE 1 
COULD RELATIONSHn> MARKETD^G HELP EST BUSESfESS? 
Mean % Answering 
Answer 4 or 5 
A good relationship between suppUer and buyer, 
buyer wouldbecome loyal. 3.84 69 
buyer would repeat order. 3.94 74 
would allow minor mistake made by supplier. 3.71 64 
supplier would save cost on business operation such as 3 •68 61 
promotion, reduce negotiation time, etc. 
buyer would share information ofindustries trend and 3.62 52 
competitors. 
buyer would be benefited from the quality of services. 3.44 47 
seller would ofiFer the best prices to buyer. 3.60 56 
buyer cmi obtain some market intelligence from selier. 3.89 lA 
Ltithis table, the means are reported on a 1 to 5 scale, with 5 representing always, strongly agree, or definitely yes (depending on the 
question) and 1 representing never, strongly disagree, or definitely no (depending on the question). 
The mean answer for the above is 3.72 which indicates most of customers believe 
a good relationship between supplier and buyer could generate mutual benefit to both 
(including loyalty and cost saving to supplier, good pricing and quality services to 
buyer, market intelligence and etc). 
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2. Does any services provider offer relationship marketing? A set of questions 
based on this issue has been asked and the feedback is the foUowing: 
TABLE2 
ANY TELECOM SERVICES PROVTOER OFFER RELATIONSfflP 
MARKETEMG? 
Mean % Answering 
Answer 4 or 5 
Does any telecom suppUer offer the foUo^vings: 
a dedicated team to serve you. 4.54 95 
a database to store information of your company/industry. 4.11 86 
have regular social gathering with you. 4.31 89 
with a low personnel turnover rate. 3.56 48 
and can be contacted by buyer at all times. 4.00 84 
and can react quickly to any change. 3.12 29 
and quality of services is checked by buyer all the time. 2.98 15 
a complaint channel has been established. 3.93 73 
fo this table, the means are reported on a 1 to 5 scale, with 5 representing always, strongly agree, or definitely yes (depending on the 
question) and 1 representing never, strongly disagree, or definitely no (depending on the question). 
The above expressed a very different picture as the results are very extreme. The 
overall results are quite acceptable and customers indicate there is at least a telecom 
services provider to offer relationship marketing. The items “to react quickly" and 
"quality of service is checked" are particularly low which indicate there are some areas 
to be improved. To further test the above, the followings are based on the model 
suggested by Evans & Laskin (1994). 
Hypothesis Testing 
Hypothesis 1: Customers feel any telecom services provider have implemented the 




HOW CUSTOMERS RATE TELECOM SERVICES PROVTOER 
PERFORMANCE OF RELATIONSfflP MARKETTOG ESfPUTS 
Relationship 
Marketing biputs Key Question Topics Mean Answer % Answer 4 or 5 
Understand customer Services provider understands 
expectation customer 
-business 3.55 52 
-business plan 3.26 30 
-expectations 3.36 41 
Services provider actively 3.58 57 
solicit customer opinions 
Building service Services provider get customer involved 3.72 58 
partnerships in new product/'services development 
Services provider proactively provide 3.46 43 
new services 
Services provider is one of your major 3.10 20 
customers 
Service provider voluntarily ofiFer 3.07 22 
extra customer services without asked 
Empowering Services provider employees have sufficient 3.72 59 
employees authority to make decision 
Services provider employees regularly go 2.75 14 
out of their way to meet customers' needs 
Services provider employees do everything 2.87 12 
possible to rectify problems 
Total quality Services provider has ISO or TQM standard 4.11 97 
Management Services provider need to make major 3.31 89 
quality improvements in their products 
Customers would like to be consulted about 4.44 97 
possible quality improvements 
hi this table, the means are reported on a 1 to 5 scale, with 5 representing always, strongly agree, or definitely yes (depending on the 
question) and 1 representing never, strongly disagree, or definitely no (depending on the question). 
Table 3 shows that there is relationship marketing in telecom industry. The 
results are quite similar to what stated in Table 2 that the services provider is not very 
proactively to offer extra services to react to change. Furthermore, general speaking, 
the telecom services provider employees are not authorised/ or empower to react this 
change. 
Table 4 summarises the data pertaining to the first four subhypotheses related to 
Hypothesis 1: 
Hla.. Firms that understand customer expectations will have customers who are 
satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms market quality products. 
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Hlb: Building service partnerships with customers will lead to firms having 
customers who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms market 
quality products. 
Hlc: The empowerment of front-line employees will lead to firms having customers 
who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms market quality products. 
Hld: Firms that seek product improvements via a total quality management program 
will have customers who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms 
market quality products. 
There is a marked distinction between the data in Tables 3 and 4. Li Table 4, they 
say their satisfaction and loyalty would be greatly affected and that better quaUty 
products would result if relationship marketing is conducted well. Hypotheses la to 
ld are all proven, with the lowest mean answer a high 3.90 (for quality product 
resulting from a good understanding of customer expectations). 
TABLE4 
HOW MUCH EFFECT CUSTOMERS SAY THERE WOULD BE EF SERVICE 
PROVTOER PERFORM RELATIONSfflP M A R K E T S MPUTS WELL 
Relationship 
Marketing taputs Relationship marketing outcome Mean Answer % Answer 4 or 5 
^SBBB^S:^SIi^=B:^=SBBS;^=SS^^=S=SSBB=^=^^BSSBSS^^^^=SSB=SSSBSBBSBB^^=^=S 
Understand customer Customer satisfaction 4.11 99 
expectation Customer loyalty 3.98 89 
Quality products 3.90 85 
Building service Customersatisfaction 4.13 98 
partnerships Customer loyalty 4.51 99 
Quality products 4.23 93 
Empowering Customer satisfaction 3.97 82 
employees Customer loyalty 3.92 80 
Qualityproducts 3.93 75 
Total quality Customer satisfaction 4.79 99 
Management Customer loyalty 4.73 98 
Quality products 4.74 98 
In this table, the means are reported on a 1 to 5 scale, with 5 representing always, strongly agree, or definitely yes (depending on the 
question) and 1 representing never, strongly disagree, or definitely no (depending on the question). 
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TABLE 4A 
HOW MUCH EFFECT CfflNA BASED CUSTOMERS SAY THERE WOULD BE 
EF SERVICE PROVEDER PERFORM RELATIONSHn> MARKETD^G ESfPUTS 
WELL 隣 OF ES[TERVEEW = 43) 
Relationship 
Marketing Inputs Relationship marketing outcome Mean Answer % Answer 4 or 5 
Understand customer Customer satisfaction 4.09 97 
expectation Customer loyalty 4.12 95 
Quality products 3.93 88 
Building service Customer satisfaction 4.14 100 
partnerships Customer loyalty 4.86 100 
Quality products 4.42 100 
Empowering Customer satisfaction 3.95 84 
employees Customer loyalty 4.00 86 
Quality products 3.91 74 
Total quality Customer satisfaction 4.74 98 
Management Customer loyalty 4.79 100 
Quality products 4.72 98 
^1 this table, the means are reported on a 1 to 5 scale, with 5 representing always, strongly agree, or definitely yes (depending on the 
question) and 1 representing never, strongly disagree, or definitely no (depending on the question). 
TABLE 4B 
HOW MUCHEFFECT NON-CfflNA BASED CUSTOMERS SAY THERE 
WOULD BE 正 SERVICE PROVE)ER PERFORM RELATIONSHIP 
MARKEXn^G mPUTS WELL (NO. OF E^TERVDEW = 57) 
Relationship 
Marketing Inputs Relationship marketing outcome Mean Answer % Answer 4 or 5 
Understand customer Customer satisfaction 4.12 100 
expectation Customer loyalty 3.88 84 
Quality products 3.88 82 
Building service Customer satisfaction 4.12 96 
partnerships Customer loyalty 4.25 98 
Quality products 4.09 88 
Empowering Customer satisfaction 3.98 81 
employees Customer loyalty 3.86 75 
Quality products 3.95 75 
Total quality Customer satisfaction 4.82 100 
Management Customer loyalty 4.68 96 
Quality products 4.75 98 
In this table, the means are reported on a 1 to 5 scale, with 5 representing always, strongly agree, or definitely yes (depending on the 
question) and 1 representing never, strongly disagree, or definitely no (depending on the question). 
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TABLE 4A 
COMPARmG THE RELATIONSHEP MARKETING OUTPUTS PERCEIVED BY 
CfflNA BASED AND NON-CfflNA BASED CUSTOMERS JF SERVICE 
PROVK)ER PERFORM RELATIONSHEP MARKETES[G mPUTS WELL 
Relationship 
Marketing biputs Relationship marketing outcome F value 
^^BBBBBBSSSBSaBBSBaBaSBBB8BaB^BS^BBSSBS^B^S^^^BaBB^^a^BB^B^SBBmBBi^ BB8 
Understand customer Customer satisfaction 0.18 
expectation Customer loyalty 7.46* 
Quality products 0.32 
Building service Customer satisfaction 0.06 
partnerships Customer loyalty 22.8* 
Quality products 9.03* -
Empowering Customer satisfaction 0.07 
employees Customer loyalty 1.50 
Quality products 0.14 
Total quality Customer satisfaction 0.84 
Management Customer loyalty 1.20 
Quality products 0.10 
* means the item is not accepted as the mean level for China and non-China based customer is the same in ANOVA. 
Hypothesis le was examined separately: 
Hle: Customers view the four inputs to the relationship marketing process with 
equal importance. 
The Table 4 illustrates that customers rate total quality management as the most 
significant input for the relationship marketing. On the other hand, they think 
empowering employees is significantly less important than the other process inputs. 
Hypothesis 2: Customers for telecom services provider want a high-involvement 
relationship with the makers ofthese products. 
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TABLE 4A 
CUSTOMER D4TEREST W LONG-TERM RELATIONSfflPS WITH 
TELECOM SERVICES PROVK)ER 
Relationship questions Mean answer % Answering 
4 o r 5 
Would you like an active and long-term relationship 4.31 89 
with your currenttelecom services provider? 
Would you readily point out to a telecom services provider's employees 3.97 85 
(e.g. sales and technical service people) the aspects of products with 
which you are satisfied? 
Would you readily point out to a telecom services provider's employees your 4.61 99 
negative comments regarding products? 
Would you readily share your business plan with a telecom services provider 3.90 79 
who satisfy you? 
Would you readily commit resources resources to support the relationship 4.56 96 
marketing program with a telecom service provider who satisfy you? 
From the above Table 6, it indicates the respondents have a strong interest in an 
active, long-term relationship. The comparative low scores in the questions “to point 
out ... products with which you are satisfied’，and “share your business plan ... who 
satisfy you" can be explained as a common buyer behavior that people would voice out 
and ask for improvement while the services are not good enough but they seldom 
proactively point out any good. As to sharing in business plan, the conventional 
"business secret" mindset caused them reluctantly to accept this concept. 
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TABLE 4A 
ELEMENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSfflP MARKETDsTG 
Relationship marketing components Mean Answer % Answering 4 
or5 
Trust is an important dimension in maintaining a good business relationship. 4.22 98 
Commitment is an important dimension in maintaining a good business relationship. 4.18 95 
Equity/faimess is an important dimension in maintaining a good business relationship. 4.10 89 
Responsibility is an important dimension in maintaining good business relationship. 4.16 93 
Networicing is an important dimension in maintaining a good business relationship. 3.99 82 
Literdependence is an important dimension in maintaining a good business relationship. 4.00 84 






According to this study, there is a strong desire by the overall sample (one 
hundred supervisors of thirty-five financial institutes) for telecom services provider to 
engage in the relationship marketing process (please refer to the Table 1，the lowest 
score is 3.44 which is above average). Most of them agree good relationship between 
seller and buyer will generate mutual benefits. In supplier side, most of them believe 
good relationship would bring into more repeat orders. On the other hand, most of 
buyers think they could obtain some market intelligence based on good relationship 
with sellers. 
The study also indicates there is at least one telecom supplier offers relationship 
marketing in the market (in Table 2, although there is a lowest score 2.98 in the 
question “to aUow quality of services to be checked by buyer all the time", the average 
score still has 3.82). This result is fiirther proven in the separate question in the 
questionnaires which the customers understand Hongkong Telecom offers relationship 
marketing. The highest score in Table 2 matches with the fact that Hongkong 
Telecom do have a dedicated team to serve corporate customers. However, they do 
point out some areas which should be improved such as to "react quick enough to the 
change" and "offer quality check to buyers all the time" in the same table. In the 
reality, Hongkong Telecom has been reshaping to provide relationship marketing for 
the last few years. Hongkong Telecom spent a lot of effort to streamline on the selling 
process, invest huge amount in database development, reorganise the structure to set 
up customer care and complaints handling units, etc. To explain the above 
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"dissatisfaction" from customers, Table 3 provides the following hints in the case of 
Hongkong Telecom: 
1. Dissatisfaction- The services company can not react quickly to any change (Table 
2, score3.12) 
Reason- Insufficient empowerment of suppliers' employees (Table 3, score 3.11). 
This can be explained as the telecom industry is still regulated by the Government. 
The staffs, therefore, have only limited flexibility to offer non-standard solution 
and there are pre-set hierarchy to go through in case there is any change required. 
2. Dissatisfaction- The quality of services can not be checked by buyer all the time 
(Table 2, score 2.98). 
Reason- Inadequate understanding of customers (Table 3, score 3.49). 
Hongkong Telecom has been repositioning from "product driven" to "customer 
driven". In the past, the company was protected by the monopoly licence and 
focused on product development. To change the company need to change the 
culture of company and its sixteen thousand employees. Internal conflict between 
the sales and non- sales departments has been sharpened during the shift of 
company focus. To allow customer to check the quality of services all the time 
means deeply involvement of customers in daily operation with different functional 
units within the company. In order to meet this objective, it needs to have a 
single and common shared vision amongst different departments in the company. 
It is a chain effect that the vision "To build service partnership" can not be fully 
achieved. To build up service partnership is talking about the commitment from 
the whole company and quite long term. Failure to establish partnership 
relationship will naturally be the other reason why customers are not involved in 
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quality checking of the services as most of people think quality checking should be 
thejob of in-house activities. 
The above two points have been further proved by the study in Table 3. The 
average low score in "empowering employees" has been explained due to the 
regulatory issue. There are constraints to allow employees to do everything possible 
to rectify problems and go out of their way to meet customers' needs. Furthermore, it 
is the reality that the customers do own different characteristics in their requirement 
suit for their different business direction. It is a challenge to have some flexibiUty to 
hundred percent meet all customers' expectation. Li the contrast, Total Quality 
Management obtains the highest score as Hongkong Telecom has passed and obtained 
ISO certificate about 6 months ago. Hongkong Telecom also has employed outside 
consultants to carry out "Customer QuaHty Review" with objective to improve quaUty 
of services. These two are very impressed and highly rated by customers. The 
outcomes for questions "Understand customer expectation" and "Building services 
partnerships" are very close which are slightly above the passing mark three. The 
lowest score for question “ services provider voluntarily offer extra customer services 
without asked" might be very similar to the question of empowering employees which 
would be limited by the constraint of regulation issue. Obviously customers do feel 
the telecom services provider has a better "understand of customer's expectation" than 
"build services partnership". It could be understood as partnership building would 
involve the commitment from the whole company and is a long term strategy. The 
frontline salesman, who are motivated by incentive and assigned quota, usually would 
adapt a "fast retum" approach. More than that the instability of sales force (please 
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refer to Table 2, the satisfaction level for turnover rate is only 3.56) would create 
difficulties for such a long term plan exercise. 
Test results for hypothesis 
Hypothesis 1: Customers feel any telecom services provider have implemented 
the four inputs of relationship marketing is proved to be accepted (the average score 
for those four inputs in Table 3 are all greater than with lowest score 3.11 in 
"Empowering employees" and highest score 3.95 in "Total quality management，，). 
Hla.. Firms that understand customer expectations will have customers who are 
satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms market quality products is 
accepted. The average score reaches 4.00 in the testing in Table 4. 
Hlb: Building service partnerships with customers will lead to firms having 
customers who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms market 
quality products is accepted. The average score reaches 4.29 in the testing in 
Table 4. 
Hlc: The empowerment of front-line employees will lead to firms having customers 
who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms market quality products 
is accepted. The average score reaches 3.94 in the testing in Table 4. 
Hld: Firms that seek product improvements via a total quality management program 
will have customers who are satisfied and loyal and perceive that the firms 
market quality products is accepted. The average score reaches 4.75 in the 
testing in Table 4. 
From the above four subhypothesis, the results of the first three are very close. 
But the result of the forth is extremely high (average is 4.75). We could draw a 
conclusion that such kind of strategic customers are very quality concern. It matches 
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with their business nature as real time monies transaction is a crucial business in 
finances sector. If the quality of telecom services is not good enough, a lot of 
expenditures will be incurred for e.g. interest penalty if the remittance can not be 
reached the counterpart in time, and etc. Hence, time reaUy means money in this 
sector and time control will very depend on quality of telecom services as most of their 
operations are automated already. 
Hle: Customers view the four inputs to the relationship marketing process with 
equal importance is not accepted. The above has explained and the big 
variance in the scores of the above hypotheses Hla, Hlb, Hlc and Hld. is a 
good evidence. 
Hypothesis 2 : Customers for telecom services provider want a high-
involvement relationship with the makers of these products is accepted. 
The lowest score in Table 6 is 3.90 for item "Would customers readily share your 
business plan with a telecom services provider who satisfy you". It can be understood 
as business plan sharing is a sensitive area as it would involve customers' confidential 
information. It can be achieved only based on good trust between buyers and 
suppliers. However, there is no doubt for such a significant category of customers to 
voice out their negative comments especially a formal complaint channel (a New 
Complaint Handling Unit has been set up recently in Hongkong Telecom) and recent 
popular informal complaint (via magazines and /or newspaper, etc). Besides to push 
the suppliers to improve quality of services, one of the major objectives is to put all 
responsibility to the supplier. This is a kind of finger pointing which will happen more 
frequently ifthere is no good relationship between suppliers and customers. However, 
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the overall average for Table 4 is 4.27 which we can say customers want a high 
involvement relationship with suppliers. 
The customers rate total quality management as the most significant input for the 
relationship marketing in Table 4. This can be interpreted that all interviewees are top 
customers in finance sectors. Services reliability and quality are the highest priority in 
their buying criteria. These kind of customers usually have communications channel 
(both formal and informal) with senior management of the telecom company, hence, 
"empowering employees" is comparatively less significant as they could directly 
expressed their feelings to telecom supplier's management easily. It can explain why 
“empowering employees" is rated as comparatively less significant than the other 
factors in relationship marketing inputs. From the result in Table 4, it is a bit surprised 
that “to build services partnership" is rated higher than “to understand customer 
expectation". It might lead to argument that most of marketing people always 
emphasis the importance of understanding customers' needs and expectation. 
However, when we talk about relationship marketing we are talking in a more advance 
level rather a pure seller-buyer relationship. We want to build up a partnership 
relationship which customers would involve the "partner" in the business planning 
session. The partner would jointly develop their businesses in win-win situation. From 
the above, it obviously can be concluded that the four relationship marketing inputs 
have different rating to the contribution of good relationship marketing process. 
The respondents have also feedback that they are very interested to enter into an 
active, long-term relationship with the supplier. Most of them expressed they are 
willing to commit by resources to support the relationship marketing program with 
who satisfy them. However, there are some drawbacks. According to the study, it 
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seems they do not like to share business plan with their suppliers. It might be the 
question of trust as business plan always involve company's confidentiality. Also there 
is no doubt for them to voice out any dissatisfaction through both formal and informal 
channels, but seldom to point out the goodness. These two items do exactly match 
with the reality. In daily business, it is the most challenging job to share customers' 
business plan. 
Different Perception Between China and Non-China Based Banks 
The same set of result has been used to study whether the China based Bank share 
the same behavior as non-China based Banks on the relationship marketing outcomes 
(i.e. level of customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and supplier to improve quality of 
services) provided the telecom supplier perform the relationship marketing inputs well 
(i.e. understand customer expectation, building service partnership, empowering 
employees and total quality management). 
There is an interesting phenomena that the China based and non-China based 
Banks have similar reaction to almost all the relationship marketing inputs except their 
different view on customers' loyalty and perception on suppliers to provide quality of 
services. The Table 5 shows the result by using ANOVA F statistic to test whether the 
China and non-China based Banks have same mean to each particular question. 
According to the Table 5, three items are not accepted by the test with a level of 
significance of 0.05. They are a). Provided telecom suppliers well understand their 
expectation, the China and non China based Banker do have different view on 
customer loyalty; b) Provided the telecom suppliers have built service partnership with 
them, the China and non-China based Banker do have different views on customer 
loyalty and perception to receive better quality products from suppliers. 
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In the above point a), the calculated F value of customer loyalty is 7.46. In point 
b), F value of customer loyalty and quality products are 22.8 and 9.03 respectively. 
These three figures are aU higher than F.o5,i,98(=3.9201), hence, the Ho： mean ofChina 
based Bank equal to mean of non-China based Bank is not accepted. 
To explain the above, there are a few points we should consider: a) Different 
culture; b) Company background; and c) Business development. It is so obvious that 
the China based banks, whose most of their senior management are come from 
Mainland China, do buy Guanxi (i.e. relationship) concept. One of the most significant 
benefits of this concept is once you build up the Guanxi, they will not become your 
customers but also your friend. Loyalty would be one of the side product under this 
kind of relationship. This is the culture different between Chinese and non Chinese. 
The second factor is the Banking business of China based bank is still in the 
learning stage compared with American and European Bankers. They need to focus 
on their core business i.e. banking. One of their strategy is seeking for alliance /or 
partners for non-core business like telecommunications. This might be the reason why 
once they accept you and build up partnership relationship, they would become more 
loyal and expect suppliers to deliver quality products in return. 
The third reason might be due to the open policy in China and many foreigners 
emphasis the China market. In order to capture this market, many suppliers have been 
reshaping their organisation, products, services and etc. It might produce an illusion to 
Mainland Chinese that suppliers are voluntarily to provide good quality product 
regularly. 
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Critical Success Factors for Relationship Building 
To establish a successful relationship marketing, trust and commitment are both 
the crucial elements. In the services relationship marketing area, Berry and 
Parasuraman (1991) maintain that "Relationship are built on the foundation of mutual 
commitment". It is also one of the major objective of Hongkong Telecom try to 
establish commitment with customers. Hongkong Telecom has gradually introduced 
services which are guaranteed in certain aspects such as delivery time, services quality 
and etc. This kind of commitment is widely accepted by the mass market. As to 
corporate customers, customised services level has been proposed in order to reach 
mutual commitment. Based on this, Hongkong Telecom has been trying to establish 
not only commitment but also trust with customers. According to the survey, the 
other important component in maintaining a good business relationship is 
responsibility. To take up responsibility, the organisation structure was changed and a 
special complaint handling unit/customer care unit were set up. They are a separate 
channel to interface with customers. Part of their role is to monitor and make sure the 
internal parties to take up responsibility promptly. 
During the study, there are some environmental constraints which we should 
understand in order to explain the results more meaningful. The insufficient 
empowerment of employees and not quick enough to react for change might be due to 
the Government intervention on telecom policies. The telecom policy is in the 
transition period to be open. The local licence has been expired in 1995, however, the 
international licence would only be expired in 2006. 
Based on the study, we might say Hongkong Telecom has done quite a good 
work on relationship marketing with some areas still need to be improved. The 




To succeed in today's tough marketplace, it is imperative for firms in any 
business-to-business situation to engage in relationship marketing. To do this 
properly, a well-integrated and systematic process - like the one shown in Figure 1 -
must be devised and enacted. Broadly speaking, the fundamentals of relationship 
management can be categories into six major areas: 
a. Building the framework. 
b. Establishing the relationship. 
c. Developing an ongoing dialogue. 
d. Maximising the value of the relationship. 
e. Rewarding loyalty. 
f. Sustaining the relationship 
As the experience of Hongkong Telecom would suggest, the key to achieving 
relationship marketing is to understand customers, create and add value on their 
businesses. Lowering levels of employee turnover and creating strong internal labor 
markets (Figure 3) would be the most significant factors to drive to have broader 
product skills, better knowledge of customers and improved services quality. As the 
core of the system of relationship marketing is the commitment on the part of 
Hongkong Telecom to developing its skill needs internally. Except to have broader 
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product skills, the other crucial component is to have a good understanding of 
customers: their businesses, trend of industry and business plan. It is the foundation to 
build up partnership relationship with buyers. To meet and satisfy the customers' 
needs, an agreed consistent quality services have to be developed as the quaUty of 
services have been rated as the most significant input to good relationship marketing. 
Broader Product 
y skiUs s^  
Low employee Strong intemal / Better knowledge \ Successful 
turnover labor markets ^ of customers 7 Relationship 
\ ^ / Marketing 
\ ^ improvea bervice \ / 
quality 
Figure 3. Achieving Relationship Marketing 
Other components should be emphasised are Use ofInformation Technology, staff 
training, strengthen intemal communications and organisational design to match with 
the change. 
Here are several specific recommendations: 
1. Relationship marketing should be conducted as a continuous and systematic 
process that incorporates the needs ofboth buyers and sellers. 
2. Relationship marketing needs top management support; its principles should 
permeate a firm's corporate culture. This should be set as the company's vision 
and common shared and supported by different departments. 
3 At a minimum, relationship marketing should center on these inputs: understand 
customer expectation, building service partnerships, empowering employees, and 
total quality management (from buyer and seller perspectives). A firm should 
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9. Although the model in Figure 2 has proven quite applicable for the 
telecommunications industry, it should be studied in more settings. 
10. To build up tmst with customers and foster the partnership relationship. It is the 
crucial step in order to develop partnership relationship. If the circumstance is 
allowed, we could establish both way business bond. The objective is to make 





From the above study, relationship marketing has been proven as a effective 
weapon in the market. Hongkong Telecom has been applying this approach on their 
corporate customers for the past few years. Although the achievement is recognised, 
there are still some areas (to empower employees and services partnership building) 
needed to be improved. The external constraint such as Government telecom policy 
should also be carefully and thoroughly considered in the future strategy development. 
Due to the characteristics of corporate customers, quality of services should be 
improved continuously in order to establish a good relationship with buyers. In the 
area of understanding customers' expectation, Hongkong Telecom should also 
emphasis. 
The study also shows that the China and non-China based banks do react 
differently in relationship marketing. Comparatively speaking, China based banks 
usually are more loyal provided the supplier do satisfy them. This is one interesting 
point as more Chinese enterprises participate in Hong Kong business gradually (like 
China Aviation hold stakes of Dragon Air, etc). If this characteristics is fully 
understood and manipulate, more businesses opportunities are foreseen. 
In other studies, they indicate relationship marketing practices in mass markets has 
been growing. Recently in mass marketing, the focus has shifted from creating brand 




The objectives of this study are to test 
1. Do Corporate customers agree Relationship Marketing (RM) could help in business? 
2. Does every services provider offer RM? 
3 • What elements coidd contribute to RM? 
4 Do Corp. Customers feel HKT have implemented RM? 
5. Do Corp. Customers want a high-involvement relationship with HKT? 
6. Do Corp. Customers view the relationship marketing process similarly, regardless ofwhether they 
work in small, medium, or large customers? 
Company information: 
1. LocaV multinational company 
2. Company size- less than 50^etween 50 and 100/above 100 employees 
3. Business sectors- Banking/Finances^Transportation/Trading & manufacturing/Hoteyothers 
please specified . 
4. Annual turnover ; 
5. Telecommunications spending : 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly disagree strongly agree 
The objective 1: 
A good relationship between supplier and buyer, 
1.1 buyer would become loyal. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.2 buyer would repeat order. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.3 would allow minor mistake made by supplier. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.4 supplier would save cost on business operation such as 1 2 3 4 5 
promotion, reduce negotiation time, etc. 
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1.5 buyer would share information of industries trend and 1 2 3 4 5 
competitors. 
1.6 buyer would be benefited from the quality of services. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.7 seller would ofifer the best prices to buyer. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.8 buyer can obtain some market intelligence from seller. 1 2 3 4 5 
The objective 2: 
Do telecom suppliers offer the followings: 
very untrue very true 
2.1 a dedicated team to serve you. 1 2 3 4 5 
2.2 a database to store information of your company/ 1 2 3 4 5 
industry. 
2.3 have regular social gathering with you. 1 2 3 4 5 
2.4 with a low personnel turnover rate. 1 2 3 4 5 
2.5 and can be contacted by buyer at all times. 1 2 3 4 5 
2.6 and can react quickly to any change. 1 2 3 4 5 
2.7 and quality of services is checked by buyer all the time. 1 2 3 4 5 
2.8 a complaint channel has been established. 1 2 3 4 5 
The objective 3: 
3.1 Trust is an important dimension in maintaining 1 2 3 4 5 
a good business relationship. 
3.2 Commitment is an important dimension in maintaining 1 2 3 4 5 
a good business relationship. 
3.3 Equity/faimess is an important dimension in 1 2 3 4 5 
maintaining a good business relationship. 
3.4 Responsibility is an important dimension in maintaining 1 2 3 4 5 
good business relationship. 
3.5 Networking is an important dimension in maintaining 1 2 3 4 5 
a good business relationship. 
3.6 Interdependence is an important dimension in 1 2 3 4 5 
maintaining a good business relationship. 
3.7 Mutual goal is an important dimension in maintaining 1 2 3 4 5 
maintaining a good business relationship. 
The objective 4: 
4.1 Does any telecom supplier understand your business? 1 2 3 4 5 
4.2 Does any telecom supplier share with your business plan? 1 2 3 4 5 
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4.3 Does any telecom supplier understand your expectation? 1 2 3 4 5 
4.4 Does any telecom suppliers actively solicit your opinions?! 2 3 4 5 
Assumed a telecom supplier understands your expectation, please answer the following 3 questions: 
A. the telecom supplier will satisfy you. 1 2 3 4 5 
B. You will loyal to the telecom supplier. 1 2 3 4 5 
C. The telecom supplier will provide quality products 1 2 3 4 5 
4.5 Does any telecom supplier get your involvement in new 1 2 3 4 5 
product and services development? 
4.6 Does any telecom supplier proactively provide you 1 2 3 4 5 
with their new services? 
4.7 Is there any telecom supplier one of your major 1 2 3 4 5 
customer? 
4.8 Does any telecom supplier voluntarily ofFer extra 1 2 3 4 5 
customer services without asked? 
Assumed a telecom supplier has built services partnership with you, please answer the following 3 
questions: (Service partnerships are bred when supplier work closely with customers and add 
desirable customer services to their traditional product offerings). 
A. The telecom supplier will satisfy you. 1 2 3 4 5 
B. You will loyal to the telecom supplier. 1 2 3 4 5 
C. The telecom supplier will provide quality products 1 2 3 4 5 
4.9 Does any telecom supplier's employees have sufficient 1 2 3 4 5 
authority to make decision? 
4.10 Does any telecom supplier's employees regularly go out 1 2 3 4 5 
of their way to meet your needs? 
4.11 Does any telecom supplier's employees do everything 1 2 3 4 5 
possible to rectify problems? 
Assumed a telecom supplier empowered their employees, please answer the following 3 questions: 
(empowerment means to encourage and reward people to exercise initiative and imagination). 
A. The telecom supplier will satisfy you. 1 2 3 4 5 
B. You will loyal to the telecom supplier. 1 2 3 4 5 
C. The telecom supplier will provide quality products 1 2 3 4 5 
4.12 Does any telecom supplier have ISO or TQM standard? 1 2 3 4 5 
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4.13 Does any telecom supplier need to make major quality 1 2 3 4 5 
improvements in their products? 
4.14 Would you like to be consulted about possible quality 1 2 3 4 5 
improvements? 
Assumed a telecom supplier established a good quality management, please answer the following 3 
questions: 
A. The telecom supplier will satisfy you. 1 2 3 4 5 
B. You will loyal to the telecom supplier. 1 2 3 4 5 
C. The telecom supplier will provide quality products 1 2 3 4 5 
4.15 Does HKT understand your businesses? 1 2 3 4 5 
4.16 Does HKT build service partnership with your 1 2 3 4 5 
company? 
4.17 Does HKT offer total quality management? 1 2 3 4 5 
4.18 Does HKT empower employees? 1 2 3 4 5 
The objective 5: 
5.1 Would you like an active and long-term relationship 1 2 3 4 5 
withHKT? 
5.2 Would you readily point out to HKT's employees 1 2 3 4 5 
(e.g. sales and technical service people) the aspects of 
products with which you are satisfied? 
5.3 Would you readily point out to HKT's employees your 1 2 3 4 5 
negative comments regarding products? 
5.4 Would you readily share your business plan with HKT's 1 2 3 4 5 
employees? 
5.5 Would you readily commit resources to commit 1 2 3 4 5 
resources to support the RM with HKT? 
The objective 6 
6 Which telecom supplier you would say it is providing relationship marketing? 
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Company name : 
Title 
Department 
Monthly income : HK$10,000 - 20,000 
HK$20,000 - 30,000 
HK$30,000 • 40,000 







ANOVA- F TEST RESULTS 
1. Assumed telecom suppliers understand customer expectation, 
a. level of China based and non-China based customers satisfaction. 
Source ^ §^ Variance F 
Between groups 1 0.021 0.021 0.175 
Within groups 98 11.79 0.12 
From the F distribution values, F. o5,i,98 is 3.9201, therefore we accept the mean level ofsatisfaction is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
b. level of China based and non-China based customers loyalty to the supplier. 
Source df_ ^ Variance F 
Between groups 1 1.41 1.41 7.46 
Within groups 98 18.48 0.189 
From the F distribution values, F. os,i.98 is 3.9201, therefore we do not accept the mean level ofloyalty is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
c. level of China based and non-China based customers perceived the supplier to provide 
quality of services. 
Source df ^ Variance F 
Between groups 1 0.06 0.06 0.32 
Within groups 98 19.04 0.19 
From the F distribution values, F05,1,98 is 3.9201, therefore we accept the mean level is the same for China and non-China based 
customers to perceive the telecom supplier would provide quality of services. 
2. Assumed telecom suppliers build services partnership, 
a. level of China based and non-China based customers satisfaction. 
Source ^ 5^ Variance F 
Between groups 1 0.01 0.01 0.06 
Within groups 98 15.25 0.16 
From the F distribution values, F. oj,i,98 is 3.9201, therefore we accept the mean level of satisfaction is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
b. level of China based and non-China based customers loyalty to the supplier. 
Source df ^ Variance F 
Between groups 1 9.12 9.12 22.8 
Within groups 98 39.2 0.4 
From the F distribution values, F05,1.98 is 3.9201, therefore we do not accept the mean level of loyalty is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
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c. level of China based and non-China based customers perceived the supplier to provide 
quality of services. 
Source 4L SS Variance F 
Between groups 1 2.67 2.67 9.03 
Within groups 98 28.98 0.3 
From the F distribution values, F. os.i.ps is 3.9201, therefore we do not accept the mean level is the same for China and non<3hina 
based customers to perceive the telecom supplier would provide quality of services. 
3. Assumed telecom suppliers empower their employees, 
a. level of China based and non-China based customers satisfaction. 
Source 此 坠 Variance F 
Between groups 1 0.02 0.02 0.07 
Within groups 98 32.48 0.33 
From the F distribution values, F05,1,98 is 3.9201, therefore we accept the mean level of satisfaction is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
b. level of China based and non-China based customers loyalty to the supplier. 
Source ^ 巡 Variance F 
Between groups 1 0.48 0.48 1.5 
Within groups 98 31.22 0.32 
From the F distribution values, F03.1.98 is 3.9201, therefore we do not accept the mean level ofloyaIty is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
c. level of China based and non-China based customers perceived the supplier to provide 
quality of services. 
Source ^L ^ Variance F 
Between groups 1 0.06 0.06 0.14 
Within groups 98 42.28 0.43 
From the F distribution values, F05,1.98 is 3.9201, therefore we do not accept the mean level is the same for China and non-China based 
customers to perceive the telecom supplier would provide quality of services. 
4. Assumed telecom suppliers establish good quality management, 
a. level of China based and non-China based customers satisfaction. 
Source ^ ^ Variance [ 
Between groups 1 0.16 0.16 0.842 
Within groups 98 18.48 0.19 
From the F distribution values, F. 05.1.98 is 3.9201, therefore we accept the mean level of satisfaction is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
b. level of China based and non-China based customers loyalty to the supplier. 
Source ^ 巡 Variance F 
Between groups 1 0.3 0.3 1.2 
Within groups 98 24.23 0.25 
From the F distribution values, F05,1.98 is 3.9201, therefore we do not accept the mean level ofloyaIty is the same for China and non-
China based customers. 
c. level of China based and non-China based customers perceived the supplier to provide 
quality of services. 
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^2Mce 4L ^ Variance F 
Between groups 1 002 ~ T ^ ^ i 
Within groups 98 22.82 0.23 
=^omthe^ di^but ion values, F.05.1.98 is 3.9201, therefore we donot accept the mean level is the sameforChinaaxidnon-
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